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Abstract— In this paper, We Introduce to host any java web application, server is required, to execute any relevant database file (SQL) of
any Java Web Application, database software is required. So we use Tomcat as a server and MySQL as database software. Normally we are
installing full package of Tomcat and MySQL. Now, in our application, to host any web application and its relevant database, we prepare
‘swing’ application of Java through which we will add only services of Tomcat and MySQL at runtime. Another feature of ‘swing’ application is
that it will add ‘n’ number of services of Tomcat and MySQL to host ‘n’ number of web applications.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Tomcat by multithreading, declarative security
configuration, and extensive customization of web application
development. The main current versions of Tomcat are
available for each configuration of the platform.
AWS Elastic Java and provides a number of tools to work
with the Beanstalk. If you are using the Eclipse Integrated
Development Environment (IDE) for the development of your
Java application, you can also get the AWS Toolkit for
Eclipse.
MySQL is its speed, flexibility and reliability of the opensource database management system using common web
applications. Access and MySQL Query Language SQL, or a
structured process of the information contained in the database
it uses. Simple web applications can be designed using a twotier architecture, which communicates directly with the client
to the server. In this tutorial, the Java Web application
communicates directly with the MySQL database using the
Java Database Connectivity API. To remedy this, many
connections are created and maintained a connection pool. All
incoming requests for access at the application level to the
necessary information already created a use of the connection
pool. Similarly, when a request is completed, the connection is
not closed, but it has returned to the pool. After preparing the
server data source and connection pool, you must request the
application to use the data source. This is usually done by
creating an entry in the application's web.xml deployment
descriptor. Finally, if you need to make sure the database
driver (accessible on the MySQL Connector / JDBC driver)
server.
II.

Now, my proposed plan is to deploy (directly move) any
application by using application manager of Apache Tomcat.
Runtime Environment for Addition Services for
TOMCAT and MYSQL using JAVA Swing are designed by
following sequential steps mentioned in following Figures.
Steps 1- First start the e-Prashasan, e-Prashasan is one
application. This application is used in my project. Then
starting e-Prashasan, first go to
Software’s

Install Software’s

HeidiSQL

Step 2- Installing HeidiSQL then go to the
Deploy Project
Add war (English/Marathi)

PROPOSED PLAN

In earlier days, there is traditionally we are installing
server application on system to make system as server and
installing MySQL application as a database.
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Step 3- Select any war file English /Marathi. Suppose we
select English.

Step 4 - War file copy successfully then go to the
Database
Add Database (.SQL) file.

Then select Marathi .war file

Step 7 - Then deploying Marathi war file then go to
Database
Add Database (.SQL) file
add Marathi db.
Step 5 - Adding the English war file then start e-Prashasan.
Start e-Prashasan then the Apache Tomcat window is created
(black color) English war file run successfully.

Step 6 – Above process is similar to the deploy war file. But
in this we can select another English war file to deploy or we
can select Marathi war file.
Deploy Project
Deploy war

Step 8 - The last, Setting Set by Default Run Project Set by
Default Run Project and database.
This deploys Marathi war file is directly move or add.
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one click without opening Apache TOMCATE Application.
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Fig.1: Practical Steps Windows of Proposed System.
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Fig.2. Work Flow Diagram of Our Proposed System.

IV.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We will show how the various elements work
together to simplify the work of building JavaScript-side client
applications. This article also showed you how we can host ‘n’
no. of web applications (.war) file. Also any war file can
connect with any database (Need to mention name of DB in
property file of web application). We can also start server with
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